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REGISTRATION CRITERIA 

1. Online registration (ALL NEPAL) requirements 

➢ Name list (4 members max) 

➢ Bank Voucher (scanned) 

➢ Address and Contact number 

2. Registration fee 

➢ Rs.3000                                  ( From 1st October to 17th October  ) 

➢ Rs.3500                                  ( From 18th October to 10th November  ) 

➢ Rs.4000 for  late registration (  After 10th November ) 

 

PRIZE 

Winner: NRs. 40,000 

First Runner Up: NRs. 10,000 

 

EVENTS DETAIL 

Name of Event: Can-Sat: An environment satellite 

No of competing teams at a time: 2 

Length of Battle: 5 minutes 

No of Participants in each team: 4 

Maximum allowed mass of cansat : 350 gm 

Size of deployer box(Length * Breadth * Height): 140mm * 90mm * 100mm 

Height of deployment of Cansat : above 70m 

Minimum logged data during descent: 20 

Minimum logged data in LUNAR Zone: 10 

Logged Data format: 

Format During Descent: CALL_SIGN, TYPE, TIMESTAMP, ALTITUDE, 

ACCELERATIONX, ACCELERATIONY, ACCELERATIONZ 

Format from LUNAR Zone: CALL_SIGN, TYPE, TIMESTAMP, TEMPERATURE, 

PRESSURE, HUMIDITY 

 



 

 

Note:  

- Each team must submit a minimum of above-mentioned data in the above mentioned 

format. 

- All the data should be in engineering units. 

 

Data to be measured and collected: 

1. During the descent of Can-Sat 

a. Altitude 

b. Acceleration in X, Y, Z directions 

c. Time Stamp 

2. At LUNAR Zone 

a. Temperature 

b. Pressure 

c. Humidity 

d. Time Stamp 

GAMEPLAY 

1. Two teams will compete in the game arena at a time. 

2. Can-Sat will be launched from a certain height by organizers. 

3. The data to be collected during the descent and landing of Can-Sat will be specified and 

should be recorded and stored continuously both in Can-Sat and Ground Station. 

4. After the landing of Can-Sat, it has to be brought to LUNAR Zone via wirelessly control 

method.  

5. The countdown will start after the Can-Sat enters LUNAR Zone. 

6. Can-Sat should measure and store the specified data at LUNAR Zone. 

7. Can-Sat should travel or be transported from LUNAR Zone to Extraction Zone. 

8. The transportation mechanism should only use GROUND vehicles. 

9. Participants shall manage ground vehicle on their own. 

10. The game will end after Can-Sat enters Extraction Zone or time elapses.  

11. Terrain may be mountainous, sandy, rocky or plain with a maximum slope not greater than 

30 degrees. 

12. At the Extraction Zone, the data recorded in Ground Station will be verified by judges 

along with the data recorded in Can-Sat. 

13. There will be three rounds in the competitions:  

First round: 

a. Two teams will be in the arena at a time during competition and will have their 

own specified LUNAR Zone and Extraction zone.  

b. Each team will have to move from their respective LUNAR Zone to Extraction 

Zone. 

c. Both teams will get point on the basis of marking scheme individually. 



 

 

d. Eight teams with the highest score will be selected for the second round if a total 

number of registered teams exceeds fourteen. 

e. N/2 team will be selected for even N and (N-1)/2 team will be selected for odd N 

if total numbers of the registered team are less than fourteen (N= numbers of the 

registered team). 

Second round: 

a. Two teams will be in the arena at a time during competition and will have their own 

specified LUNAR Zone, Secondary LUNAR Zone, and Extraction Zone. 

b. Each team has to move from their LUNAR Zone to Secondary LUNAR Zone and 

then to Extraction Zone. 

c. At Secondary LUNAR Zone, each team will have to log a minimum of 10 data. 

d. Both teams will get points on the basis of marking scheme individually. 

e. Two teams with the highest score will be selected for the third round. 

Third round: 

a. Two teams will be in the arena at a time during the competition will have their own 

LUNAR Zone, Secondary LUNAR Zone, and Extraction Zone. 

b. Each team has to move from their LUNAR Zone to Secondary LUNAR Zone and 

then to Extraction Zone. 

c. The location of the Secondary LUNAR Zone will be changed. 

d. At Secondary LUNAR Zone, each team has to log minimum 10 data. 

e. Both teams will get points on the basis of marking scheme individually. 

f. Team with the highest score will be the winner of the competition. 

 

 

COMPETITION RULES 

1. The use of readymade Can-Sat is not allowed. 

2. The name of the team must be a unique one with the team leader specified. 

3. Collection and storing of data should start only after Can-Sat is deployed. 

4. The actual mass of Can-Sat should not exceed the specified mass. 

5. Can-Sat must freely fit in the deployer. 

6. The cansat shall not have any mechanism that cause it to stuck in the deployer system. 

7. Can-Sat should have an option to change Bandwidth and center frequency.  

8. CanSat can only operate in ISM or Amateur Bands. 

9. The maximum transmission power should not exceed +20 dBm. 

10. All the electronic components shall be enclosed and shielded with the exception of sensors. 

11. Flammable and explosive substances should not be used in mechanism. 

12. Each team shall develop their own ground station. 

13. The decision made by the jury will be considered as a final decision. 

 

 



 

 

DISQUALIFICATION 

1. Any Can-Sat not conforming to the specifications provided. 

2. The use of jammers and radio frequencies to alter the gameplay. 

3. The team performing any act that is not in the spirit of fair play. 

4. The team damaging or trying to damage the gameplay. 

5. The team that fails to obey instructions and/or warning issued by the referees and judge. 

 

 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
1. At least 30% of the recorded must be verified. 

2. Data recorded should be consistent to standard data and data variation in Can-Sat will 

result in a penalty. 

3. The data recorded in the Can-Sat and ground station will be verified if they match or not. 

If it doesn’t match, the penalty will be given. 

4. If the timestamp is not accurate then the data Recorded will be judged as invalid. 

 

NOTES 
1. The terrain from LUNAR Zone to Extraction Zone may vary and it will be notified to team 

leader before the game. 

2. The organizers reserve the right to change any of the rules if necessary and will inform the 

participants if any rules are changed via contact number or email. 

3. If the number of participating teams are less than eight then the prize amount will be 

reduced. 

4. If the Can-Sat gets damaged at any point of time during the competition, the organizers 

will not be responsible for it. 

5. In the case of damage of any Can-Sat immediately after landing, the team will get one 

chance to re-deploy their cansat. 

6. Parachute after landing will be taken out by one team leader from respective teams under 

the supervision of a judge. 

7. Parachute should be easily ejected able and shouldn’t touch the system (other can-sat parts) 

which will be verified by the organizers before the competition starts.  
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Gameplay Video Register Now 

http://kurc.ku.edu.np/aavishkar/videos/cansat.mp4
http://bit.ly/aavishkar_19_cansat
http://kurc.ku.edu.np/aavishkar/videos/cansat.mp4
http://kurc.ku.edu.np/aavishkar/videos/cansat.mp4
http://bit.ly/aavishkar_19_cansat
http://kurc.ku.edu.np/aavishkar/videos/cansat.mp4
http://bit.ly/aavishkar_19_cansat
http://bit.ly/aavishkar_19_cansat

